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Contents

● Context - biggest challenge for travellers
○ Exemptions top call & feedback driver
○ Vaccinated traveller success came from being 

explicit

● Current situation - spread across pages
○ Users must consolidate info themselves - very 

difficult

● Solution - consolidate onto single page
○ Find in list or filter by keywords
○ Address top assumptions explicitly
○ Users are more successful & prefer new page
○ Easier to update/manage
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Top 3 call drivers Weekday 
average

Are measures still in 
force?

87/day

Am I exempt from 
quarantine

85/day

Am I exempt from 
Hotel stopover

64/day

May 24-May 28



Scale:
75-150 exemptions calls per day*

20+ exemptions feedback per day

*PHAC phone line only 

Exemptions are top-clicked links 
on checklists, quarantine and 

testing pages



Hotel stopover
Section plus links to testing 
& quarantine exemptions

Current situation - derive from requirements pages
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Quarantine   
Extensive section with long 

complex exemptions list

Driving & Flying 
Testing

Exemptions for pre-entry, 
arrival & Day 8 tests

+ depend on quarantine 
exemptions

Checklists
Pull list of exemptions 

sections together

Video clip of participant starting on 
hotel page to figure out if a returning 
nurse is exempt from hotel and 
quarantine 

https://go.userzoom.com/tracker_shares/ab906cde-8bbe-44c5-8a6b-2db8ae89fb68


● Consolidate all exemptions content into one list - on one page 
● Organize exemptions by role/situation
● Add or highlight explicit scenarios for top assumptions/questions
● Filterable list has hidden keywords to help find scenarios

Solution: Consolidate exemptions

Design tested with 
over 30 Canadians 
and improved 
based on findings



Linking strategy requires removing exemption 
content from these existing pages

Hotel stopover
Remove most & link to 

exemptions page

Quarantine   
Remove long complex section - 

add link, requirements are on 
exemption page

Driving & Flying 
Testing

Link to exemptions page

Checklists
Single link to new page



Next steps
● Prototype has been shared with travel working 

group

● QA completed 

● DTO will create FR prototype  

● 95% of text has already been approved (was 
copied/moved from existing pages)

● Seeking approvals for only the general strategy 
and the small amount of new text 

● Get page online quickly to simplify site, reduce 
calls, and ease process before upcoming June 
21 OIC changes
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“You can just go straight to it and it lists all 
the specific exemptions without having to 
find it on some random spot on the page”

“The questions were easier when I used that 
one, I like the list”

“The one with the filter, that was helpful"”



Appendix



Task 6: Petra is a pilot of a flight that lands in Toronto. Her next flight is in 3 weeks. 

Does Petra have to stay at a hotel and quarantine after her flight lands?

Example for essential services 

Before: participants started on Quarantine, 
had to find and open ‘essential reasons’ to 
see that crew are exempt - then to hotel 
page for full answer 

● Most people answered ‘Not sure’ - 
none saw hotel exemptions 

Watch a video of a participant not finding 
the essential reasons link, giving up

After: From Quarantine page, click ‘Find 
out if your trip is exempt’ link - find Crew 
item, see all exemptions for crew

● No one answered ‘Not sure’ 
● Most clicked through to 

Exemptions list and found crew

Watch a video of a participant finding 
the link, typing in ‘pilot’ and answering

https://go.userzoom.com/tracker_shares/2face275-118f-4a79-85e0-381fba2733b7
https://go.userzoom.com/tracker_shares/7b527490-aa33-45e6-bda4-da32f35a70f7


Iterative studies to watch, learn and improve

● Explicit vaccinated traveller page worked well in both designs
● Design was tuned over the small studies, based on user behaviour:

○ Added ‘Drivers - Essential services’ item (video clip)- too many people looked 
in ‘Cross-border workers’(video clip) 

○ Tweaked name of ‘Caring for others, compassionate’ - (put ‘funerals’ first 
because too many looked for wheelchair traveller in that item)

○ Added sentence for co-travellers, explaining they are NOT exempt for children 
under 4 & for physical and mental support

○ Added Students item, moved out of Cross-border with explicit ‘international 
students’ no exemptions item (video clip) - too difficult to derive

Key findings: 

● Very few people could derive & consolidate answers across existing pages - many ‘I’m not sure’ answers

● Answering from new exemptions page was more successful and faster 

● Success increased as the Exemptions page was tuned based on behaviours

https://go.userzoom.com/tracker_shares/32ed6158-300e-438f-b524-8baa7fbf4792
https://go.userzoom.com/tracker_shares/07d9d21f-fc40-4643-b335-16b2fce1acbf
https://go.userzoom.com/tracker_shares/5efd3001-11ca-451d-931a-cf2d55eb3d8f


Feedback often reflects assumptions
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In March, ‘Are vaccinated travellers exempt?’ 
was both a top call & feedback question 

● Created Vaccinated traveller page with explicit 
answer: you are NOT exempt

● Feedback questions dropped by 30%

● Need to be explicit for all top assumptions

 Assumptions that certain situations will be exempt:
 vaccinated, students, elderly, live alone, family 



Task title Task details Task start page Correct answer

T1 Wheelchair 
not-exempt Finder

1: Nin is flying home to Canada with her 94 year-old father 
who uses a wheelchair. Will they have to stopover in a 
hotel for 3 days after they arrive in Canada?

Exemptions
Travel landing prototype

Yes, they have to stopover 
in a hotel

T2 Nurse 
not-exempt Hotel

2: José is a registered nurse flying back to Canada after a 
week off to visit family in Colombia. Does José have to 
stay at a hotel and quarantine before he returns to work 
at the Children's Hospital?

Hotel plan and book
Hotel prototype 

Yes, he will have to stay at 
a hotel and quarantine 
after he arrives

T3 Vaccinated 
not-exempt 
Quarantine

3: Pat and Jean were fully vaccinated in Florida months 
ago. Do they have to quarantine after they drive back 
home to Canada?

Mandatory quarantine 
and isolation
Quarantine prototype

Yes they have to 
quarantine

T4 Driver exempt 
Finder

4: Jana is a truck driver making a delivery into Canada. 
Does she have to take a COVID-19 test before she crosses 
the border into Canada?

Exemptions
Driving checklist prototype

No she is exempt from 
having to take a pre-entry 
test

T5 Student 
not-exempt Finder

5: Padraig is a student flying home from a year studying in 
Turkey. Does he have to stay in the hotel and then 
quarantine when he arrives in Canada?

Exemptions
Flying checklist prototype

Yes he must stay in the 
hotel and quarantine

T6 Pilot exempt 
Quarantine

6: Petra is a pilot of a flight that lands in Toronto. Her next 
flight is in 3 weeks. Does Petra have to stay at a hotel and 
quarantine after her flight lands?

Mandatory quarantine 
and isolation
Quarantine prototype

No Petra is exempt from 
quarantine and the hotel 
stopover

Appendix: design study details and tasks


